Prioritising Technology
Investment
Information Note Version 1.0

This information note was first made available to members of the Bestem Network in July 2014.
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Introduction
What does this note do?
It describes a method and process to select and
prioritise initiatives. It’s a method that’s easy to
understand but rarely applied.

What’s in it for me?
Better informed decisions and the ability to align
quickly with changing strategy. It will reduce the
amount of management time allocated to this task.

This explains a method for prioritising investment. This is needed because in complex and scaled organisations
found in Upstream Oil and Gas there are many valuable opportunities vying for attention. Increased information
has led to transparency and many improvement projects being proposed. There is now better outcome modelling
coupled with increased visibility and awareness of operations. This leads to management deciding what to do
next while swamped with inconsistent data. In some cases volume increase leads to difficult to manage situations
because either: too many initiatives are undertaken (resulting in “initiative fatigue”); or management control and
oversight has become stretched.
The method described solves these problems by: defining the standard data required from proposals; and
creating a process to collect and assemble this for review. This means senior executives maintain a watching
brief over all projects. They select what to do and achieve strategic alignment, prioritisation and effective
execution.
Companies sometimes use systems like this for corporate capital budget allocations, and the method can be
adapted for smaller focus areas such as operating units, divisions or functions. Each of the big consultancies
have developed their own methods that they can implement for you. Internal teams can create a system based on
similar principles that will work for them. If the span of control is not too large then implementation of required
operational changes can be achieved by your staff with only minimal guidance.
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Too many options to do at once? – prioritise.
Data about current operations now arrive quickly. Fast computer modelling means that options for
improvement are identified and evaluated rapidly. With access to funding, this can create a
plethora of initiatives. No organisation can act on all potential improvements at once so this means
initiatives must be tackled using a priority order.

What causes so many options?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changing business strategy
Accelerating information flow
Visibility of potential options
Increased communication and awareness
Span of management control
Speed of innovation (new options)

Constant improvement and changing management
goals can present “too many good ideas”. In reality it
is now more awareness and quick discovery of ways
to solve problems or boost performance that causes
the pressure to change.
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What is the effect?
•
•

•

Easy to analyse the impact of proposals so “bad”
options are eliminated quickly
Easy to issue instructions for change but trying
to do too much at once leads to confusion and
slip-ups
Selection of initiatives using only financial
metrics can lead just to short-run improvements

Capital constraints mean initiatives must, already, be
prioritised. Selection is based often on the gut feeling
of senior executives. Consistent visibility of
information can lead to better long-run decisions.
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Information for decision makers 1 of 2
Deciding among initiatives is always a management call that requires judgement and insight. With
more options, consistent and comparable information should be summarised and presented. This
means decision makers will not be swamped with too much detail. A process to collect and
summarise data to make informed decisions increases efficiency.

Strategic alignment

Resource allocation

In this example strategic assessment indicates that
many initiatives address priority-1 but only one
looks to help with priority 10, is this expected?

Allocation of resources by priority area should reflect
the direction of objectives. In this example perhaps
resources from the green area (asset life extension)
could be re-deployed to the purple one (efficiency
improvements)?
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Information for decision makers 2 of 2
When considering which initiatives should receive resources, plotting their “value*” against
“probability of success” highlights the better initiatives. Using a bubble chart means the size and
colour can be used to indicate type of initiative and the amount of resources needed.
The amount of resources
available determines the
cut-off position

120$

Value of Outcome

100$
80$
60$

Less Desirable Initiatives

40$

Better Initiatives
20$
0$
!10%$ 0%$
!20$

*Note: Value referred to here is a careful
combination of financial and non-financial
outcomes
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20%$

30%$

40%$

50%$

Probability of Success
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60%$

70%$

80%$

90%$

Can the probability of success
be increased for this one?
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Prioritisation approach
To create the information summaries shown on the previous pages, each initiative is assessed
against criteria. Standard criteria are used so that scores may be compared. Shown below are five
areas where data is collected to help evaluate options.

Assess individual initiatives using standardised measures

• Addresses
focus area?
• Moves us
towards our
goal?

Balance
• Is this more of
the same?
• Are we
investing
enough?

Key Effects
•
•
•
•

Value

Probability of
success

• Financial
• Forms the base
for others?
• Creates new
options?

Make portfolio
Decision

Improved initiative proposals
Balanced understanding of value
Tools to asses and manage uncertainty
Better decision making information
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Resource
Commitment

• What could go
wrong?
• Have we got
the people?
• Have we done
it before?

What are we already
doing?

Strategic
Alignment

• How much
will it cost?
• How many
people?
• What else will
it impact?

What other initiatives
could we start?

Now or
Later?
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Steps in a prioritisation method
There are three distinct steps in implementing this method: agreeing on what to measure and how
to change this over time; collecting and verifying information for initiatives; and periodic review
of options and allocation of resources to those chosen.

Information design

Information capture

Prioritisation decision

Design
template and
standard
scoring

Collect
initiative data

Assess
strategic
alignment

Agree

Normalise
scoring

Assess
portfolio
balance

Standard
template

Scored
initiative
data

Compare to
alternatives
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Select for
progress

Allocate
resources
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Implementation considerations
The three steps to creating the method can be tackled by internal teams. Once the system is
running, management time is released and is available for higher value tasks. Attention is required
to ensure that the data presented for initiatives are accurate or comparison will be difficult. Quality
can be enhanced through good documentation, clear communication and a submission peer-review
process.

Information design

Data capture

Prioritisation
decision

Standard templates

Part of the standard
initiative set-up

Standard meeting format

Not too many data items

Baked-in to team’s own
processes
Start-up assistance and
hand-holding

Easy scoring system

Clear definitions
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Light-touch QC prior to
submission
Potential to automate and
computerise
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Standard meeting timing
with cut-off dates
Prepared information
circulated beforehand
Prioritise allocation of
executive time
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Some common pitfalls
A number of organisations implementing methods like this have encountered challenges. By
considering how to avoid (or mitigate) these it is more likely that the process will take root and the
method will be successful.

Resistance to change
Politics
Confusion

• New ways of working seem like a burden
• Thought of as bureaucratic
• Pet projects get executive sponsorship
• Promotes idea that favouritism beats process
• Not clear how to ask for resources
• Results in frustration and apathy

Urgent item workaround

• Urgent items beat the process
• Encourages the creation of perceived crises

Go with gut-feeling

• Executives ignoring data presented and go with gut
• Can point to error in scoring but system not fixed
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More information
Gareth Davies is the founder of Bestem Limited, a micro-advisory firm. He has
worked for more than two decades in the Oil and Gas industry and has held a
number of roles including: founding and selling a software company; being a
Deloitte Consulting Director; and various roles in industry at Schlumberger and BG
Group. Since graduation he has lived and worked in seven countries. He holds an
Honours Degree in Electronic and Information Engineering and an MBA from
London Business School.
Gareth Davies
gdavies@bestem.co.uk
+44 7584 634404

To discuss this or any other matter, please do not hesitate to call or email.

Members of the Bestem network come from European upstream oil and gas companies, technology providers, big
advisory firms and financiers. Bestem creates value for the network by: actively facilitating introductions between
members; helping upstream companies look beyond immediate day-to-day tasks and select among new method and
technology opportunities; helping technology companies engage appropriately with industry; and structuring projects
to increase the value potential for all. This activity is undertaken at our expense for the benefit of members of the
network.
Bestem receives funding from a small number of private clients who retain services for guidance on longer-term
projects and on an occasional, case-by-case basis when strategy advice is sought to inform transactions, or when
assistance is required for structuring a scaled project for successful start-up.
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Bestem Limited has prepared this document using an appropriate level of care and judgement. The findings and recommendations represent
the best judgement of the author(s) regarding the situations described and are offered in good faith. Responsibility for any decisions taken
based on this information rest entirely with the reader, who should independently satisfy themselves of the validity of the data,
interpretation and recommendations. Bestem Limited makes no representations regarding this information and does not warrant its
accuracy.
Bestem Limited does not, under any circumstance, accept any liability for the accuracy of this information, its use or the
consequences of its use.
By using information presented here the reader indemnifies the members and officers of Bestem Limited against associated consequences
or liability to the maximum extent permissible under the Laws of England and Wales.
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